
 

The most automated home in the world?  
 
With around 260 IDRATEK modules, equating to well over 1000 connected devices, this must surely rank as 
one of the most automated homes on the planet. Is this some multi-millionaire’s mansion? No, in fact it is a 
modest sized self-build property situated in Lancashire, England. Nothing modest about its owners ambitions 
though! 
 
When Chris and Clare Hunter embarked on their self-build adventure some years ago, they were keen to 
create a physical living space they could mould to be their own and Home Automation (HA) was a key 
technology to include - not just an add-on, but very much part of the whole, an important enabler. The 
following document, kindly supplied by Chris Hunter, describes some of the detail behind their amazing 
project: 
 

         
 
We recently finished building & fitting-out, so now we're busy clearing- & cleaning-up, painting & painting, 
moving-in - it'll be a while before it all looks pretty and, while all the electrics are fully tested, the dust 
situation forces us to keep patch-panels & comm's outlets taped-over or fully-populated (and not in- use, 
‘though it won’t be long, now) ...  
We thought carefully about how to wire - we wanted full & flexible and (as if it's possible) future-proof 
facilities, at sensible cost ... so we minimised the number of locations to wire-to (forty-two, which is about a 
third of the number there were in our previous perfectly standard three-bed semi' which had no HA at all) ...  
We then wired & plumbed & ducted to each location, as comprehensively as we could : 
- Mains - light & power (radial, no rings) 
- CT100 - TV & Radio & Time (via DAB) 
- Cat-5e UTP - point-to-point connections 
- Cat-6 UTP - network connections 
- Cat-5e FTP IDRANet - sensors & actuators 
- Water - hot & cold & waste + 24V supply 
- Ventilation - integrated inlets & outlets 
- Smoke & Fire sensors 
Quantities of each of course vary with location & not quite everything goes to every place (eg: water goes 
only to some) and, in some cases, we ran tentacles out to nearby places, for lights.   We drew-up tables for 
people to work-to ... everything is spurred from either the PlantRoom (water & air & vacuum going up via the 
service-ducts on each sides of the stairs, then out within the floors to each location) or from Node0, on the 
middle floor (which also feeds directly into the floors, radiating out to the locations).   Of course, water waste 
pipes go their own way ...  
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Node 0 

 
Node0 includes : 
- Consumer-Units - eight units (four power, four light) each with an RCD & generally one MCB per location ... 
- 24/7 PC (MiniITX) dedicated to running Cortex & IDRANet - feeding two IPS intelligent power supplies, with 

extra-large batteries to cover for power-cuts, feeding eight junction-boxes, feeding free-topology spurs to 
the modules at every location ...  
- NAS  
- CT100 patch-panel 
- Cat-5e patch-panel 
- Cat-6 Ethernet switches 
- 24V power supply 
- SolarLogic - dedicated to roof-top vacuum-tubes 
- Genvex Optima 310 controller - for the MVHR 
- MGE UPS - for the 24/7 PC, for the SolarLogic controller & solar pump, and for Node0-lights (we live in 

the country, so we’re also adding an inverter generator - the house has a 100A PME connection, coming 
via overhead power-lines, and transformers atop poles by the school, so it’s a bit vulnerable to the 
weather - albeit, by some miracle, recent storms & floods left it alone) ...  

Total cable run, all types, was around 17km.   Part-way through install, electrical load considerations caused 
us to offload part of Node0 to a satellite Node1 in the sub-basement ...  
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The forty+ locations (we call them Installations, because each needed significant joinery work) are where all 
the power & comm's outlets, lights & sensors, actuators, ventilation inlets & outlets, water outlets & wastes, 
are located - they are nowhere else.  
Location / Installation Detail :  
1. Cat-5e UTP - caters for point-to-point links via the patch-panel in Node0 ... so anything anywhere can 

communicate directly with anything anywhere, one to one (generally three outlets per location) ...  
2. Cat-6 UTP - caters for networking via the Ethernet switches in Node0 ... computers & other IP devices 

can be plugged-in anywhere, talk with each other, make use of Node0‘s NAS (again, generally three 
outlets per location, but more in the study) ...  

3. CT100 - to ensure good Radio & TV reception everywhere, via another patch-panel in Node0 ... so can 
listen & watch & be precise on time & date (via DAB) anywhere in the house (we’re out in the country & 
the house is built of concrete, with lots of steel reinforcement) ... the aerials (DAB FreeView, FM, 3G - 
Satellite & AM to be added, later) and splitter-amplifiers are co-located at the back of the house & feed to 
one of the locations, from which there are extra cables to Node0 ... for economy, we didn’t run CT100 to 
all locations, but we now we wish we had (window-ledge locations being good for clocks & radios - DAB 
reception has improved a lot since we started, so hopefully this will mitigate) ....  

NB: the patch-panels sit next to each other, so they can be inter-patched, if necessary ...  
4. Comm's & power sockets - mostly concealed behind flaps (drop-down, hinge-aside, removable), mains to 

the left, signal to the right ... flaps carry 'strips for outlet-multiplication & have a brush-seal along one edge 
for cables to come-through ... the integral ventilation outlet keeps wall-warts from getting too warm ...   
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5. Sensors - temperature, humidity, light-level, PIR, buttons, analogue- & digital-inputs, are placed all around 
the house, in places in which they can give good inputs to sensor-fusion, which produces representative 
values for the automation ... analogue inputs include under-floor & black-bulb temperature sensors, 
signals from dedicated controllers, etc ... digital inputs include reed-switches, relay-closures, float- 
switches, push-buttons, third-party PIR devices, etc ...  

6. Actuators - plenty of relays, to switch appliances & pumps & valves & solenoids, to select dedicated 
controller modes, etc ... plus 0-10V outputs to adjust pump speeds & valve-settings ... and digital-outputs 
to switch indicator LEDs in status-boards ...  

7. Ventilation - MVHR for fully-fresh air with good economy, with heat-pump to recover latent heat, and an 
after-unit radiator (like in a car) looped off the UFH, to avoid any chill in the air, and a microfilter, to combat 
our neighbour’s smokey chimneys ... routing the ventilation ducts to each location gives better control of 
air-quality & also quietness (separate ducts ensure acoustic isolation & the ducts are good attenuators) ... 
generally, air outlets to the room are kept high & pointed upwards (fountain effect) and air extracts from 
the room are kept low for good dust control, but extracts are set high in the showers & by the hob, for 
steam capture ... duct-sizes are optimised to match the needs of the locality, with velocities high-enough 
for scouring & low-enough for quietness ... every duct goes via one of four manifolds (built-in to the stair-
side service duct / chimneys) for pressure-equalisation & dust settling ...  

8. Wet UFH in the two upper floors - chosen for economy & comfort, including radiative comfort ... we did 
have electric UFH in the washrooms in the basement, too, but it got damaged in the fit-out & had to be 
abandoned ...  

9. Multiple heat sources - in addition to heat-recovery in the MVHR unit, we have two ASHPs (one middling, 
one small) plus solar-thermal, each with a thermal store, the first two with back-up immersion-heaters, 
and all with a dedicated controller - the first thermal store (225 litres, fed by a 4.5kW ASHP that takes 
heat from the yard) is used primarily to heat the small pool (10,000 litres) of the swimming-machine, the 
second (285 litres, fed by a 1.5kW ASHP that extracts excess heat & humidity from the pool room) is 
used primarily for the UFH, third (800 litres & fed by 6kW vacuum-tubes, up on the roof) is used primarily 
for DHW ... Cortex keeps an eye on them all & provides enhancements, for safety & performance & 
efficiency - intervening when necessary, making sure the 'stores don't get too cold or too hot, the vacuum-
tubes don't boil or freeze, heat is shared when one is short, and heat dump is enacted when needed 
(initially to the other ‘stores, ultimately to the pool) ...  

NB: the ASHP output numbers are nominal (reality depends on operating parameters), but are a good guide 
to what's typical;   and the solar-thermal output number is summer-peak ...  
10. Key temperatures are spoken on-demand (push a button on an intercom, and an appropriate summary is 

replied) and Cortex can present actual numbers & trends (graphs for any sensor, HVAC object, etc) ... 
but summary status information is also displayed in Node0, on a diagrammatic board that has LEDs to 
show the state of things - valve positions, pumps on / off, thermal stores & pool up to temperature, heat-
pumps running, etc - the LEDs being on, off, or flashing - something like they have in railway signal-
boxes, but for our heating & ventilation systems, instead - so we see how things are at a glance, no need 
for finger-work or menus ! 

 
11. Automation is relied-on almost completely - 99%, with no conventional fall-back, no light-switches, no 

wall- thermostats, just one conventional tap (over the sink in the garage, for the garden hose) ... but the 
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majority of power-outlets have been kept separate so, if we had to, we could use the working lamps & 
heaters we saved from the build ...  

12. Automation is fully context-sensitive - lighting & heating & ventilation & water-outlets & appliances & 
access are all controlled in ways that take account of equipment characteristics, efficiency factors, and 
people - where they are, home or not, in which room, what they're doing - and the weather (how light, 
how warm or cold), the time of day, what’s coming-up (visitors, sunny-day), etc, etc ...  

13. No light-switches, no thermostats ... but there are buttons & proximity sensors (all low voltage) carefully 
positioned to be where people will be (by windows, at table or desk, in shower, in bath, by sink, on sofa, 
etc) so they can make an input when they need or want to, which is not very often ... there are lots of 
sensors, of every type, and plenty of sensor-fusion - both to avoid the confusion that can come with 
open-plan layouts (several sensors being triggered at once), and to improve context sensitivity ... lights 
come-on appropriately & are not left-on unnecessarily, heating & ventilation are provided appropriately, 
information is provided appropriately, etc ...  

 
14. Sensor-fusion - logic in Cortex deduces what’s going-on, using data from several sources - which 

sensors, what order, how long between triggers, movement from one room to another, doors & windows 
opened or closed, water-outlets used, buttons pushed, etc, etc ... and summary room-by-room 
information is displayed on a second status board in Node0, that shows both where people are & where 
there are problems (rather like the panels that come with some fire alarm systems) ...  

 
15. Water-outlets - no-touch thanks to hand-wave proximity sensors, for good hygiene, and fully automated 

to cut frustration - local proximity sensor (CoastForm) + solenoid + thermostatic valve at the thermal- 
store off-take, worked together - no need to repeatedly adjust temperature & flow-rate while the water is 
flowing and Cortex takes account of context & provides timing - wave a hand & bath or bucket or sink 
are filled just enough, with no need to hang-around, or worry, or even be in the house (eg: automatic 
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top-up of feeder-channel for plant-trough, and of waste-traps, too, so no dead plants or nasty smells 
when we've been away for a while) ... outlets inhibited when house is unoccupied, we're asleep, etc (so 
no floods, either, hopefully) ... it’s an own / home-brew arrangement that cost less than regular taps to 
install & brings economy, too, by cutting water-consumption ...  

           
16. No mains drainage (there’s a septic tank), plus battery-operated soap-dispensers to limit detergent use 

(and saves more water, because less water is used to rinse, too) ...  
17. Water-table - ours is not kind ... float-switches are wired to ODI digital-inputs so Cortex can monitor it's 

ups & downs, keeping us informed (speech-synthesis), and keeping recording the data, so we can plot 
the trends & manually project ahead ...  

18. Washing machine & dishwasher - option to start immediately or after we've left the room, or gone to 
bed, or tariffs are right ... auto-pausing if people come-back ...  

19. Water heaters - local heaters (Quooker), in two locations, make boiling water available for a brew on-
demand, without having to wait, even when have just arrived home ... Cortex takes account of time of 
day, occupancy, etc, so they’re on only when needed ...  

20. Speech synthesis - to inform via the intercom when a door has been opened, or has been left-open too- 
long ... again only when necessary (eg: when small children are about & are exploring where they 
shouldn't, or we’re not nearby when a visitor lets themselves in by the garden door, or it's the pantry or 
pool-room door that's been left open, or it's an external door & it's winter or night-time, etc) ...  

21. Speech synthesis also to tell (as we're about to leave the house) if any doors & windows have been left 
open (all internal & external doors have reed-switches), remind us to switch the water off (SureStops), 
to give us warning of auto' shut-down / fall-back of house systems & appliances & lights, setting of 
alarm, ghost activation, etc ... and, at other times, tell us when (eg) heat-dump has begun or ended ... 
remind us (eg: on return to the house) to switch the water on, put the 'bins out (if that's the day), wind 
the heirloom clock (it keeps track of when it was last wound), whatever ...  

22. Intercom - six modules about the house (we could do with a few more) are good for when people are far 
apart ... plus two more with cameras at front-door & yard-gate - we wired for small displays to go 
alongside some intercom stations (car reversing screens might be affordable, when budget allows) ... 

       
23. Parlour / kitchen-diner - there’s an island, a wall-run, a pantry, a table ... home-grown design & build for 

sociability, sight-lines, ergonomics, with minimum-clash, good stowage, convenient waste-disposal ... 
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facilities come into-play automatically when someone starts to work ... we took care to get air flows right, 
there’s an air-curtain to trap billowing steam, and fan-speeds are varied with humidity ... a window-ledge 
herb-garden is watered automagically ... most appliances are linked into Cortex, but some needed 
intermediate contactors (steam oven & induction hobs) which was a step too far (we might yet relent) ... 

24. Lighting scenes - when cooking's done, switch to something more comfortable, lighting-wise, at the 
push of a convenient button ... ditto when we want to watch a movie, relax in the bath, read in-bed, etc, 
etc ... 

25. Freezer boost - automatic pre-enactment for shopping-day, automatic stand-down - so it’s no-longer left 
running unnecessarily (a DRB relay wired across the boost button, allows Cortex to do this) ... 

26. Logging of power consumption - stick-on sensor added to main meter, pulse-output power-meters wired 
across relevant power-feeds, all connected to digital-inputs in convenient modules (most IDRATEK 
modules have two of these) ... Cortex counts the pulses & presents totals & trends, on-demand, for 
overall consumption, individual appliances, groups of things - meaning we can be sure of how things are 
doing (hope is to add CoP analysis, before too long), and we get a daily summary over the intercom ...  

27. Garage doors & yard gate enabled only when appropriate - remote's work when they should, not all the 
time - gate also opened & closed while looking onto it from a window, by pressing a convenient button .. 

28. Slide-projector - push a button on the coffee-table, projector comes on, room-lights are set, in-rush 
resistors are by-passed after a few seconds (they make sure the bulb is not over-stressed during start-
up, when its resistance is low - shorting them out once they’ve done their job makes sure the bulb suns 
hot-enough to give good colour accuracy) ... 

29. Garden fountains & cascade - both for their sound (there's a motorway across valley, around a mile 
away) & for some cooling in summer (even our-way, it can get too-warm) - 185W pump turned-on only 
when needed (it’s not Chatsworth or Versailles, but running costs still add-up) as a function of light-level 
& temperature, and when people demand (with auto-off in-case forgotten) - plan is to add a reminder to 
service the filters, based on accumulated operating time, plan was also to include also some micro-
misters up on the roof, but we couldn’t source them ...  

30. Pool - small swimming machine (SwimEx) in basement (it took six-months to excavate the rock) has its 
own controls, but water-temperature & filtration is looked-after by Cortex, which also feeds a digital 
display (London Electronics) to show water-temperature (stationary) & water speed (running) ... 

31. Workbench - lift the lid, and things are set for work (lights, safety-interlocks, etc) ...  
32. AV - the CT100 feeds allow computers (desktops & laptops with an EyeTV USB stick) to be used in 

most locations for TV & Radio ... when budget allows, plan was to add low-cost DAB clock-radios, to 
continuously show the time (they’ll set themselves after power-cuts & auto-adjust for summer-time) ...  

33. Virtual rooms ... sensor-fusion logic works-out when someone's doing (eg) the ironing, creates a virtual 
room, so relevant lights etc behave appropriately ...  

34. RFID readers - we wired for Violet Mir:rors in key places, so people can place tags on them to signal 
particular requirements - eg: to say it's them who's home, have the kitchen facilities behave their way, 
get a reminder for a particular time for a particular reason, etc, etc ...  

35. Alarms - includes smoke & fire (dedicated system but linked to Cortex, which monitors, enhances, and 
uses its sirens & flashers for other things, too - rather as schools use theirs for class-change) ... Cortex 
adds intruder, flood, tamper, malfunction, temperature, etc, alarms ...  

36. Model railway - middle-floor, simple oval of track, two 
sidings, two trains, above our heads, track-side reed-
switches, magnets on trains, front & back, status-

panel with track-plan & 
LEDs & push-buttons for 
user information & 
requests, and control by 
Cortex (monitors the 
pattern of reed-switching, 
sets power & signals & points appropriately, interrupts power-feeds when 
something’s not right) - no scenery, focus is on the dynamics, and is set up 
high both to see the trains from the right angle and to have large radii for 
curves & points, and also so the lighting can light the rooms below as well 
(rope-lights are run in hollows to each side of the track, which is elevated, to 
get best lighting & viewing angles) - two train-cashes, so-far, one catastrophic 
(long way to fall, for a train, but did get a replacement), one not ...  
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There's quite a lot more ... and more to come - more context sensitivity (difference between passing-through 
a room & staying there needs to be recognised, if something happens while we’re out then tell us when we 
get back, etc), ability to forward-project (when there's a problem, what could happen next, when), we need a 
rain-gauge, more logic (swimming-machine speed control, bath-fill pause when someone wants water from 
another outlet, etc), sensor-fusion enhancements, permanent connection to the 'net for automatic updates & 
bringing our 'phones & tablet into the loop, links with other things on the computer network, including TV & 
Radio & HiFi ... etc ...  
Does it work - yep, since 12th December 2011, with the install continuing to grow since then, and most hic- 
cups due to the install process - eg: taking cutters to cables has consequences ! 
How does it work ... well, and well, in getting into it, we found we needed to draw a diagram (which proved 
more than helpful when people had questions, too) ...  

 
Editing of connections, behaviours, properties, logic, is all very easy (the tricky bit is being clear what it is we 
actually want to achieve) ...  
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How well does it work – very well ... compared to our previous place, we get over twice the house & a small 
pool for half the running cost, lighting & heating & ventilation that happen without us having to bother (arrive 
home, hands full, the house has been kept safe & in-trim, we're told what we need to know, can see where 
we're going and, by the time we get upstairs, water's hot enough for a brew) ... ditto, while we're working at 
our desks, when we wake-up in the morning, when we move about the house, etc ... it'll get better, too ...  
What do people think - so far, relatively few have seen it but, of those who have, most have been surprised, 
at every turn ... they see the modules about the house, and initially look daunted, because they imagine they 
have to get to grips with them if things are to work - light & heat, etc - of course, there’s no need ... and 
because they imagine buttons are used to switch particular things ... which is also not so (they’re used to tell 
Cortex what we want it to arrange, if it isn’t already doing it) ... and, anyway, if something isn’t convenient or 
doesn’t work-out, editing & adjusting is easy, things are rearranged in a jiff ... even so, we do need to label 
the buttons (they are used so seldom, even we have trouble remembering what some of them do - the ones 
for lights are obvious, but most of the others are one-offs, and there are sometimes several of them) ...  
How difficult was it all to do - putting-up shelves, adding some lights, assembling flat-packs, simple 
programming (Fortran TI-58 HP-41), some aeronautical engineering, and electrical training, were all we'd 
done before ... we had people in to more than help, but their experience was with conventional stuff, so we 
were necessarily actively involved, every day ... in the event, nothing was too terrible, thanks in large-
measure to the 'net, UK_Selfbuild, and ukha_d / Automated Home ...  
 

================================================================================= 
 

Wiring-up & Node0 ...  
After getting the shell built & weather-tight, we gave wiring priority ... after sealing the floors (beam & block) 
with a cement slurry (to bond it all together, for rigidity & good acoustics) we laid the cables in conduit 
(against walking damage) all run radially from Node0, keeping power & signal separate, at right-angles if 
they had to cross, and well radiused (to maintain integrity) - not-least when going down through the floor to 
Node0 ...  

 
When done, we spread a 25mm thick screed to encapsulate it all, then built-up the floors - insulation to float 
with ventilation ducts (various sizes up to about 100mm diameter) & plumbing pipework (plastic, gentle radii, 
for quietness), then OSB board protection, then wet UFH in as dense a pattern as we could manage (for low 
operating temperatures, for thermal efficiency) in an anhydrite screed (thick enough to stand book-stacks), 
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and porcelain tiles to finish (easy to look-after & good heat-transfer, again for efficiency) ... overall, the upper 
two floors are each about 500mm thick ...  
Node0 took a while to build ...  

   
It's on the middle-floor & we had planned for it to spill into the basement lobby below, but we found we could 
fit it all in by layering parts of it ... it has space for future growth, too, and includes a generous outlet (low 
down, middle, below floor-level, under the 24V power-supply cabinet) from the MVHR system for 
temperature moderation, plus smoked-glass doors for visual moderation & protection (being at the foot of the 
upper stairs, adjoining the Parlour / Dining-Kitchen, people pass-by a lot), with the doors stopping short of 
the ceiling, so air escapes there, for good chimney-effect, so everything has a chance of being kept cool ...  
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High loads in the sub-basement (12kW immersion's, paddle motor, pumps), caused us later to split-off some 
of what we had intended to include in Node0, and have a Node1 down there, too ...  

 
We took the trouble to make it all neat, and labelled all the the comm's cables at each end (individual thread-
on alpha-numeric rings) ... for cutting the comm's cables (Cat-6 UTP Cat-5e UTP Cat-5e FTP CT100) we 
used a Cyclops, which worked well ... we tried to keep the IDRANet comm's cables always orange, but later 
sourcing proved too-difficult ...  
================================================================================= 

Railway over our heads ...  
We included the model railway (Hornby OO-gauge) for a mix of reasons - for children, young & old, for 
interest & amusement, for the challenge, but the original driver was aesthetic ... it includes a diagrammatic 
status board, with LEDs & push-buttons, and rope-lights to each side of an elevated track ...  

    
The track-bed was jig-sawed from MDF & ply' sheets, laid-out on a convenient floor to be sure it fitted 
together well, then routed to create channels for cables & rope-light,and slots to let light through ...  
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then positioned (previous pot-holing experience would have been helpful), then wired-up, then tracked ...  

 
Mains power modules (left, upper two = QLD dimmer modules for rope & other lights, lower three = QRI 
relay modules for the railway's power controller & for other things), 12Vdc / 16Vac modules (right, four QRi 
modules, each with four relays for track-feeds & points & signals, and four digital-inputs for reed-switches) ...  

    
Magnets added to the boggies at each end of each train trigger track-side reed switches, connected via the 
digital inputs to cascaded toggle flip-flop logic in Cortex, result in recognisable patterns ...  
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which are clear-enough to be used logically for Cortex control of power-feeds to track & points & signals ...  

   
in which the inputs come from the reed-switches via the digital-inputs & the outputs go via the relays, in the 
right-hand QRIs ... we still need to develop the safety-interlocks, to cover also secondary situations ...  

later, we added logical connections so power could be cut in emergencies, by pressing any of the top-left buttons of the 
various QBI modules in the cabins & lobbies below...  

================================================================================= 
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Audio / Visual ...  
This was difficult - we thought long & hard about how to do this ... legacy-wise, we had radios (Pure Evokes, 
a Tivoli, large & small Grundig Satellites, Goodmans Modules 80 & 110), and some ReVox HiFi (radio, CD, 
cassette, reel-to-reel) with RS232 serial interface (ASCII codes), plus a few other bits & pieces, all of which 
still worked well despite, in many cases, their age ... no televisions, but we had an EyeTV stick, which we 
used with one or other of our old laptop’s ...  
Looking around, to see what's available, what might be a good idea, we found ourselves homing-in on SD & 
HD, 4K & 8K, multichannel (watch one programme, record up to three others), multiscreen (for F1, 
Wimbledon, Open, Olympics, National Events, etc), networked (LAN & WAN), using existing speakers & 
headphones ... plus IP cameras for CCTV (Y-Cam for specific subjects, Mobotix for area coverage), plus a 
video capture card (IVC) in the 24/7 PC to handle the external Idratek AUI intercom cameras ...  
Conventional TV in a living room was out - anti-social.   EyeTV & the laptop’s, connected to Internet & NAS, 
and with headphones, seemed best, day to day, and wired, for reliability - so Cat-6 & Cat-5e & CT100 to 
most locations, so people could find a suitable quiet spot & watch away.   Running multiple cables to each 
location provided for multichannel & multiscreen needs ... and WiFi would be the way for ‘phones & ‘pods & 
tablets, via Airport Express (the house being built with lots of concrete & steel, forming something of a 
Faraday Cage, we'd likely need one per floor, maybe more) ...  
In the Snug, for occasions when people wanted to watch together, a movie or a programme, we made 
provision for a modest screen (small space, so 40" at most, perhaps less), with three small supporting 
screens (15", say), and a smart PVR (Pure Avalon looks promising, for its UI & picture + sound quality), all 
linked into something to provide convenient control - not sure what, Cortex would be ideal, but current 
capabilities wouldn't do it, and it's also not-clear what screens would be best ... and, anyway, not to get 
carried-away, it's all academic, because Clare says there's no budget for any of it, yet ...  

 
All the wiring to each location comes from patch-panels or switches in Node0 ... aerial feeds (DAB, Freeview, 
FM) go to the location nearest to them, where splitter-amplifiers multiply the signals before they're sent-on to 
Node0 ... the 3G aerial feed goes to the same location, with a Dovado router to connect it to the Ethernet 
network ... for CT100 & Cat-5e we choose which signal goes to which socket at which location by patching 
manually, for Cat-6  we have Ethernet switches (NetGear) ...  
Locations - generally we ran three of each type (Cat-5e UTP, Cat-6 UTP, CT100) to each location, plus one 
Cat-5e FTP for IDRANet, but for window locations we skipped the CT100, and for a few locations (study, 
bed, snug, etc) we upped the number two & three-fold ...  
PS: looking back, it seems we set our sights too low - today, Internet TV means iPlayer (runs far from 
perfectly, for most people, with the bandwidth available to them), but move in-stages to SD, HD, 4K, 8K, up 
the frame-frequencies, and the colour depth & contrast, and the sound, too, and do it all again for all-around 
view, for viewer immersion, and again, for viewer interaction, and again for 3D, all multi-channel ... and 1GHz 
/ Cat-6  looks unlikely to be enough (our sums suggest 1THz might do it, but we'd have to rewire) ...  
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NB; for our location, we'd expect a land-line BT connection to come in at under 250K, and BT Infiinity (which 
seems unlikely to come to us any time soon) looks unlikely to improve on that by much more than an order-
of-magnitude ... so we use the 3G mobile network, going via a coupler wired to an aerial at roof-level at the 
back of the house, which gives us up to about 4Meg (maybe double that, if we updated router), and we've 
signed-up for B4RN, which offers a very conservative 1GHz ...  
================================================================================= 

Solar-collection ...  
Another example of what can be included, using Cortex GeneralLogic gates ...  
We have four banks of vacuum-tubes (Riomay / NEG Ecotubes) on the roof, primarily to give us hot water ... 
they face south & have elevations optimised for winter-sunhine (to even-out the gains through the year & 
moderate summer excesses, so we can have more tubes) ... they are controlled by a dedicated controller 
(Inteaco SolarLogic) ...  
To keep our options open, we have a policy of linking inputs & outputs into Cortex (via relays & digital-inputs) 
wherever we can ... household appliances, heating system & hi-fi equipment, whatever ... SolarLogic ...  
After keeping an eye on it for a while, we found (at least with our installation) that necessarily conservative 
settings were limiting our gains ...  
So, to fly closer to the wind, and get more from the 'tubes, we added some parallel logic in Cortex ...  

 
later, we also added manual override (from a convenient module button) & a couple of gates to stop it 
intervening if the pump was already running ... and adjusted the timings, in the light of experience ...  
NB: the usual way is for the physical module to be installed & attached to IDRANet, a parallel Cortex 
representation to be then created, Enabled, Behavioured, Connected ... virtual modules miss-out the first bit, 
and the Cortex representation is not Enabled ... ditto for virtual Relays, virtual Rooms, etc ...  
================================================================================= 
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Lighting ...   
we aimed for 500 lumens per square metre, but dimmable, to match need & mood, and give economy ... lots 
of bulbs, but mostly bare, some in simple fittings (globes, drums), just a few special special feature lamps … 
and all managed by Cortex, so on when needed, off when not ...  
================================================================================= 

Working Bed ...   
Once, on a business trip to Linköping (Sweden), my room had a motorised bed, head & foot - it took the 
stress out of working / reading in-bed, and the experience was a revelation (just like air-con' in a car, the 
reality is that it’s far from being a gimmick) ... motorised slatted-bases & bendable-mattresses were 
affordable (IKEA) if we made our own bed to carry them, and making our own meant we could include 
features to suit us - for reading, working, using laptops, watching TV & listening to radio, with convenience, 
comfort, good sound quality ... and we included buttons, to allow Cortex to respond to our needs (set the bed 
to pre-defined shapes, according to need, turn lights off throughout the house, and other things, too, when 
we say NightNight, set the yard gate appropriately, tell us the time in the dead of night, keep track of how 
long we’ve slept, and let us know, when we want to know, etc, etc, etc ...  
================================================================================= 
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